We prove the soundness of a polymorphic type system for a language with variables, assignments, and rst-class functions. As a corollary, this proves the soundness of the Edinburgh LCF ML rules for typing variables and assignments, thereby settling a long-standing open problem.
Introduction
A type system is presented for a language with a letvar construct to allocate variables, which are implicitly dereferenced and whose addresses are not rst-class values, as in traditional imperative languages. Edinburgh LCF ML GMW78] had such a construct, which it called letref. We show that the restriction that a variable must have weak type only if it is assigned to inside a -abstraction within its scope is sound. As a corollary then, LCF ML restriction 2(i)(b) (pg. 49 GMW78]), which requires a variable to have a monotype (a type with no type variables) if the variable is assigned to inside a -abstraction within its scope, is also sound since every monotype is weak. This restriction was never proved sound, according to Tofte Tof90] .
The Type System
The syntax of the language we consider is core ML with a letvar construct and as- Finally, we note that in spite of (r-val) our typing rules are essentially \syntax directed":
Lemma 3.5 ((r-val)-scope) If the derivation of ; `e : ends with (r-val), then e is an identi er or a location.
Proof. If the derivation ends with (r-val), then there must be a derivation of the hypothesis ; `e : var. But to show that an expression has a type of the form var, there are only two possible rules that can be used: (var) and (varloc). (The other rules all give data types to expressions.) So e must either be an identi er, in the case of (var), or a location, in the case of (varloc).
We now give the soundness theorem: Corollary 3.7 Restriction 2(i)(b) of LCF ML GMW78], requiring a variable to have a monotype if the variable is assigned to in a -abstraction within its scope, is sound.
Proof. A monotype is a type with no type variables, so every such type is weak. So by Theorem 3.6, the LCF ML restriction is sound.
